Gemini 8 Makes Emergency Splashdown
Today’s Weather
Santa Clara a’alle): Cloudy
teda3, nith chance of rain.
Predicted high tempera tu re
52-69. Predicted low temperature tonight 35-40. Northwest winds 5-15 miles per
hour.
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Friday Deadline

Three-Hour Wait

Astronauts O.K. in Pacific
Complied from UPI
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)Gemini 8 astronauts Neil
Armstrong and David Scott, who
dashed from space triumph to
peril in a matter of hours, made
an emergency splash down last
night in the western Pacific Ocean.
The Gemini 8 completed its
fiery re-entry into the Earth’s
atmosphere and parachuted into

the Pacific at 10:24 p.m. EST, 500
miles east of Okinawa and 900
miles east of the coastline of Red
China.
A U.S. Air Force C-54 rescue
plane was already overhead of
the splashdown area, and two U.S.
destroyers, along with amphibious
craft and other aircraft, were
rushing full speed to the scene.
It was daylight in the area. The

Booker To Discuss
’Negro’s America’

Photo by Vince Streeno

FAITH AND BEGORRA!
’Tis a comely coleen Indeed who helps to remund
everyone today is a great day for the Irish.
Sherry Nunn, 20-year-old junior sociology major,

makes like a leprechaun in honor of St. Patrick’s
Day celebrating the canonization of the patron
saint of Ireland.

ASB Council Votes To Eliminate
Weekend Retreat for Officers
now cannot come before Marrh 30,
By DON DCOBALE
only three weelcs before the spring
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council yesterday passed elections govert ad by the code.
In other action, council alloan informal resolution to eliminate
this year’s traditional spring tran- cated the following sums on the
sition and retreat for outgoing and recommendation of Financial Advisory Board (FAB):
incoming ASH officials.
$865 for the appearance of
The annual weekend conference
for study of student govertunent John Cage, internationally-known
and installation of new representa- composer and experimenter in the
tives has been held in the past arts, at the SJS Festival of 20th
at such places as Asilornar, on Century Music in April.
$88 for housing expenses of
the Monter ey Peninsula, and
Brookdale Lodge, in the Santa two SJS musical groups, the HarpChorale and the college String
Cruz mountains.
Upon the recommendation of Quartet, during their appearance
Chad Schneller, graduate representative and chairman of the
Student Government Committee on
Transition, council decided to hold
a transition banquet on May 15,
and to install the new electees
on May 22.
New ASB officers and represent- Of
atives will now have a full month,
after their election, in accordance
By FRANK SWEENEY
with Schneller’s suggestion, to
spartan Bally Staff Writer
work with their outgoing counterparts before assuming their posiBill Clark, ASH treasurer,
tions. Opposition to this point arose dropped an apparent bombshell at
is
on the grounds that a month
yesterday’s Student Council meettoo long a "lame duck" peitiod, ing by calling for abolishment of
and that outgoing councilmen will political parties at SJS.
lose enthusiasm after the election.
"Political parties have done a
Formal and permanent elimina- great deal of good for the college
tion of transition and retreat will in the past, but the trend is toward
require an amendment to the legis- them becoming stagnant," Clark
lative act which sets it up, Such stated.
"Fewer people arc willing to try
an amendment is expected soon.
In other action yesterday, coun- for elective positions. They feel
cil again postponed final action they can’t buck the political oron a bill of proposed amendments ganizations," he said.
Clark said that it is "economicto the ASH Election Code, in
view of a proposal by ASB Treas- ally unfeasible" for independents
urer Bill Clark to abolish campus to run because "parties have the
political parties (see adjoining organization and experience to
help their candidates which the
story).
Parts of the bill have come independent has no hope of matchmanN, ing "
under sharp erittelsm
"Council should be very careful
council members, and final passage

The meaning of the social revolution in "Black Man’s America"
will be discussed today by Simeon
Booker, Washington bureau chief
for Ebony, Jet, Tan and Negro
Digest, at 10:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall.
A former reporter on the Clevehind Call-Post and the Washington Post, Booker is the recipient
of the Newspaper Guild’s Front
Page Award and the Capital Press
Club’s Newsman’s Newsman
Award.
In 1961 he risked criticism from
his own people to detail how young
Negro hoodlums beat whites attending a Thanksgiving Day high
school football game in the nation’s capital.
His letter reporting the incident
was published on the editorial
Pages of three Washington dailies
and resulted in an interracial investigating committee. The columnist later wrote the committee’s report.
He is also the author of "Black
Man’s America," a 1964 publics-

at the convention of the California
Music Educators.
$50 for a plaque for the
Spardi Statue in the Art Quad.
$250 to sponsor a campus
speech by Fellx Greene, widelyknown authority on Red China.
Greene’s speech is part of a Viet
Nam information program recently
set up by council.
Allocations such as these, additions to the regular budgets, are
made only under special circumHoover Hall’s charity drive for
stances. usually when the expenses
Easter Seals has begun.
in question could not have been
"We’re hoping for the biggest
anticipated.
Hoover Honey Bunny contest In
its five-year history, and from all
indications it will be," Miss Barbara Patchen, publicity chairman,
said.
"Our goal is $1,000 which is
$200 more than last year, and we
have 11 days filled with activities," Miss Patchen said.
Four dances are being planned.
before restricting students in any
The first dance takes place toway in their ability to engage in
night, following the presentation
political activity," John Hendricks,
of the six Honey Bunny candidates.
AS13 president, commented.
Spencer Hinkle, Allen Hall,
"I feel like I just had a bomb sponsored by first west; Gary
dropped on my head. On the sur- Faith, Markham, first east; Steve
face it looks good. I would like Crooks, Markham, second west;
to see it looked into further," Hass Thigpen, Moulder, second
Tina Newton, sophomore repre- ea.st; Mike Hales, Markham, thin’
sentative, SR id .
west; and Ken Lane. Markham,
"I’m surprised. It’s stupid if it’s third east, are the candidates.
just a political move," Steve LarDancing will begin following the
son, graduate representative, stat- 8:30 introductions. "Paulie and the
ed.
Crackers," a group from WashJerry Spotter, ASB vice presi- ington High, Fremont, will prodent was in favor of Clark’s pro- vide music. The event will end at
posal. "Parties do stifle competi- 10:30.
tion. This would be better for the
’The Trolls" will provide dance
harmony of council," he said.
music for tomormw night’s dance
"I’m opposed to it. It comes at at the Men’s Gym. It v411 run
a very peculiar time, but not when from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
taken in light of the approaching
Bed making, slave selling and
student hody elections," Dick food sales will also take place
(Continued on Page a)
during the II-day event.

Treasurer Asks End
pr, litical Parties

Hoover Hall
Starts Drive
For Charity

tion Much examines the causes
behind the decade’s civil rights upheavals.
In the work, Booker wrote, "Few
Americans realize the significance
of the decade since the Supreme
Court’s school desegregation decision in 1954. For American Negroes, the decision promised an
era in which segregation was
doomed as a way of life."
He added, "My advice to whites
is: Face the fact that the day of
Negro slavery, legal or otherwise,
is over. As Joe Louis once said,
’You can rim but you can’t hide.’
That just about sums up the plight
of whites in America."

Spokesman Sees
Possible Lessening
Of Student Draft

plane sighted the capsule coming the linlc-up the two spacecraft
down and reported the splash began to pitch and buck.
down.
The flight from magnificent
lift-off to emergency splash down
FLOATS UPRIGHT
would go down in history as a
Two minutes after splash down, 10-hour, 36-minute voyage.
the space craft was reported floatThe stunning failure of Gemini
ing upright--"floating quite nor- 8 came as space leaders warned
mal."
that Russia stood a better than
Astronauts Armstrong, the 36- ever chance of winning the
Lunar
year-old civilian pilot ace, and sweeps t akes.
Scott, 33-year-old Air Force major, began their emergency deFIRST LINK-UP
scent at 9:46 p.m. EST as they
Although the astronauts had
sped at more than 17,000 mph managed the first linlc-up with
over Africa.
another satellite, perhaps the
The reverse rockets flared as more important work was left unGemini 8 swung across the South done. Tests uncompleted included
Atlantic toward the west coast of several critical tests involving the
Africa at the beginning of its two docked ships, the hoped -for
seventh trip around the world docking practice and the "space
less than 1/6 the distance it was walk" of more than two
hours
supposed to cover in a three-day planned for Scott.
flight.
In Seabrook, Tex., a stony siThe cause of the emergency
the greatest ever to befall all lence prevailed outside the homes
of astronauts Armstrong and
American space missionwas a
Scott following the announcement
mystery.
that the Gemini 8 mission would
be abruptly terminated.
THRUSTER FAILS
Gemini Control in Houston said
Neither Mrs. Armstrong nor
Gemini’s timster rocket No. 8 Mr. Scott strayed from their
failed in an open position. It was homes to talk to scores of renot known whether this occurred porters milling around their front
while the Gemini was linked to yardi.
a 26-foot unmanned Agena SatelIt appeared likely that the next
lite. Gemini 8 had made the link- space attempt, Gemini 9. would
up in the first docking of two be delayed until the National
man-made objects in space, and Aeronautics and Space Administhe ttchievement had been hailed tration (NASA) was certain it
as a major step in the race to had discovered what went wrong
the Moon.
with Gemini 8 and that the malSources reported that during function has been corrected.

WASHINGTON (UPI) With
voluntary enlistments running at
a post-Korea high, the Army rrita
not have to raid the ranks of college students to fill its manpower
needs for the Viet Nam war.
A Selective Service spokesman
said Tuesday there is a chance
that students in good standing
will continue to enjoy deferment
if draft calls remain well below
30,000 a month.
QUOTAS FALL
Draft quotas have been fallirn;
with the rise in enlistments, which
totaled 20,900 men in February
about double the average a year
ago before the Viet Nam buildup
began.
The Defense Department’s latest
draft call of 21,700 for April is
the lowest since September. The
highpoint was 40,200 men in December, biggest monthly quota
since the Korean War.
One reason for the upsurge in
enlistments, customary in any war
period, may be that young men
would rather sign up for three
years’ active duty and get some
choice of assignments. If drafted
for two years, they are at the
mercy of the Army’s job placement
system.
ADDED INCENTIVE
Another incentive might be a
section in the new GI Bill of Rights
which provides a month of educational benefits for each month
of active duty. A draftee’s two
years in
years would mean
college at government expense,
while an enlistee serving three
years could attend a full four
years.
The Selective Service already
has widened its reach for men
to meet the Pentagon’s new goal
of 3.093,000 men in uniform, an
Increase of 453.000 in authorized
strength because of Viet Nam.

it,

- UPI Wrophoto
PERFECT LIFTOFF, BUT . . . Gemini 8 spacecraft piloted by
astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scoff is shown blasting off
the lauch pad atop a Titan 11 rocket yesterday for a three-day
mission in space. After 101/2 hours in space, the craft reportedly
began to pitch and buck and was ordered to splash down in the
Pacific. The astronauts are reported to be in good condition.
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Pink Noses
SJS Lab

SANTJOSE STATE COILLLEGE
TOM MEAD

Ad%ertising Mgr.

JERRY FORD

By JUDY WALTER
"Big story in the Rat Lab." my grinning city editor informed nte. "Something about some ruts left on their doorstepgo see what you can find out."
I didn’t know what the Rat Lab was,
and I wasn’t sure I wanted to find out.
However, deciding it was my duty to
uphold the honor of female journalists,
I bravely set out for Building P.
I was relieved to find a small building
with the innocent looking label "Psychology Lab." I wasn’t quite so happy
about the rather omitttttt s warning "only
authorized persons admitted."
I was half hoping I wasn’t -authorized",
when a friendly looking num in a white
Ille. I. knew I was in
lab coat
the right place. for ’here before me were
WO large white rats in rows of cages. The
smell is indescribable.

Staff Editorial

Police Support?
"Support Your Local Police" a
fine slogan indeed! One sees it displayed on car butnpers of police science students and city patrolmen
e% erywhere.
But do some of our local policemen
carry on their work in a manner which
would earn the respect and support of
law abiding students? Such students
comprise the majority of the student
body. despite what some sensationalized news reports would hae us betlifficult to support law officers
%. Ito boast while writing out a citation,
" ell, everybody gets traffic tickets.
I used to get quite a few myself before
I joined the police force."
It’s difficult to respect the uniform
and badge of a policetnan who refuses
even to consider an explanation of
why you suddenly accelerated through
an intersection to prevent a reckless
toreyclist from plowing into your
rear fender. "All I heard was your
rear tires spin, and that’s exhibition
driving (drag racing) as far as I’m
concerned!" a policeman snapped recently.
A charge of exhibition driving will
co -t an SJS student over S200 in legal
co -is to plead not guilty in court to
protect his traffic record. That’s an
cntrageons price to pay to avoid an
accident ,1111 possilsly tit salve the life
oi
iiiii totcyclist.
Three weeks ago, this writer ob-

served a student crossing on the green
"Walk" signal at the intersection.
Halfway across, the red "Don’t Walk"
signal flashed. A nearby motorcycle
policetnan attempted to attract the pedestrian’s attention by sounding his
horn. Aboe the afternoon traffic
noise and se%eral other horns, the attempt failed. The officer then quickly
dismounted his vehicle, ran over the
sidewalk and grabbed the startled student by the shoulder a’ nd yelled,
"Don’t you know you’re supposed to
pay attention when a policeman honks
at you! You’ll get a ticket for this!"
As it turned out, the student was not
cited. But the lack of a citation hardly
compensates for the utter humiliation
this student must lune suffered in
public at the hands of an apparently
quick-tempered police officer.
Police officers must realize that
such incidents contribute in no small
way to a growing lack of respect for
law enforcement agencies today. Law
officials should also realize that most
of today’s college students are essentially law abiding.
But students and the public as a
whole will not tolerate unreasonable
procedures and actions which flagrantly disregard the citizen’s dignity and
rights.
It is more important in law enforce.
mem to protect rather than harass.
to support bctore expecting genuine

D.D.

support in return.

Guest Editorial

Spheres Cause Apathy
It’s admittedly pretty futile to knock
apathy around here because, frankly,
no one gi%es a damn.
But just for the record, it might be
instructhe to look at one of the specimen
attitudes which helped foster a general
lack of student commitment on this
campus.
The chief problem is that the "intellectual community" is a myth. One of
the major obstacles to its development
is the uidely-held belief that education
should be primarily a "personal experience."
According to this theory, the penultimate student type is the ivory-tower
intellectual, detached, cynical, cloistered
away from it all and above all, unconcerned . . .
Yet this cynicism is in part justified.
The intellectual claims that acthities are
"Mickey Mouse." which they are by his
expectations, while his opposite number
in student government says the intellectuals are apathethic, which they are by
different standards. And the two rarely
g, i together . . .
W hat we emision is the campus where

the academic and non-academic activities
o%erlap more than ever before, where the
student-faculty open houses, the concerts,
the guest lecturers, the debates are the
rttle and not the exception on the calendar. And where student government
sponsors debate on national political and
social questions as readily as it does on
new constitutions, where the dorms and
fraternities have as many forums and bull
sessions as they do water fights and raving
parties . . .
If the student leaders can come up with
some ideas to bring the two spheres of
activity together, our guess is that the
ivory tower will crumble and the canipus
loner his primary excuse for nonparticipation.
But if they continue to cling to the
tradition of extracurricular Babbitry, forget about the true "community of intellectuals" for this campus. The intellectuals are going to stay over in the library.
Jeff Krend
El Gaucho
University of California,
Santa Barbara
March 7, 1966

President De Gaulle demands that U.S. forces in
France be put under French command and control.

Thrust and Parry

War, Parking Discussed
Daily Light Series:
’Editorial Mediocrity’
Editor:
After somehow managing to struggle
through five lessons in editorial mediocrity
(Le., "The Light Touch," "Let There Be
Light," "A ’Light’ Burden," etc.) which
smacks more of a tutelage in insipid cliches
than anything else, I find myself writing to
register my keen disappointment with such
all inane editorial policy as would subject the
student to such intellectual aridity. Certainly
the moFil afa lighting problem eXilitg
fected, :ancient:. kre Wa.ii-hWhre a it, but why
blow 44 colturin inches of oft-valuable editorial space reminding them, when one editorial would have sufficed? Is there such a
paucity of good editorial material that this
drivel had to be run? How about something
on the Bookstore’s newsstand selection for
lack of of it), or on the delay in the construction of the College Union, or on a student
role in curriculum planning or on something
befitting a tad bit more of profundity? If the
lackluster and unimaginative darkness that
pervades the Spartan Daily’s "We Believe" Editorials is any indication, no amount
of mercury-vapor incandescence will dispel
the darkness from the walks of campus discourse, let alone our physical streets. I remain
optimistic, however; at least about the latter.
Dick Miner, A6480

Student Urges Help
In Parking Dilemma
Editor:
Students at SJS have a choice of living in
the dormitories or in homes and apartments
around the campus. A few prefer to live
at home and face the anguish of corrunuting
daily. As if the busy freeways weren’t troublesome enough, commuters must circle within the college garage to find an all-too-tight
and not-inexpensive parking space. If they’re
fortunate enough to park on San Fernando
between Fourth and Eighth, chalk marks
must be erased every hour or two to evade
citation.s. Directly across from the garage
on Seventh Street is a "No Stopping 7-9"
zone. If parking is available in this area,
why accept these ridiculous limitations at all?
San Fernando between Seventh and Eighth
is scheduled for widening and when this occurs it will probably be lined with parking
meters, meaning more citations. With free
parking areas at a minimum, it is up to the

students to demand more convenient parking
in the college area, and they had better start
asking for it now. The situation will not automatically grow better, and if the present
student body remains apathetic, future students will be faced with these same parking
problems since a worse parking situation is
unimaginable. Call 293-5955 and add your
name to the list of students interested in
attempting to increase the availability of
free parking space at SJS.
Parking is provided for SJS faculty members, so this is not a problem with which
they are directly concerned. However, any
faoilty member in sympathy with students
over this matter is Urged to support the ellfort, if only by f,cueritig students’ interest.
Patrk.k Singleton
.43884

Student Will Fight
Though U.S. is Dead
Editor:
Unlike many college students I am willing
to fight in Viet Nam or serve this country
in any other military capacity.
However, it seems that we could, at such
a technologically advanced stage be involved
in a guerrilla war. It seems too bad and
sadly paradoxical that one of the few
things that man ha.sn’t been able to learn is
how to get along with other men. But apparently such is man’s destiny. He has always had a devil to fear. Someday, at a
truly knowledgeable point in the future,
maybe man will suddenly realize that there
isn’t any devil to fear besides himself.
Am I a hypocrite for being willing to support what I consider to be absurd? Yes I’m
a hypocrite, but only hypocritical in my willingness to serve a country which I believe
at the same time to be basically dead.
Once our government was ruled by the
people but now the people can only pretend
to rule a political power structure which they
have become the victims of.
Today war is an economic necessity. Viet
Nam is the devil to fear for everyone other
than the American bureaucracy.
But in spite of everything I remain willing
to fight and pretend that my fight will be
significant, I’m willing to serve militarily
and keep for a conscience my hypocritical
values. I’m willing to attempt to protect
something which I don’t think exists and
hope, in idle fascination. that the war will
last long enough to protect man from himself.
Grant Rogers Jr.
A1S125

I WEEK ONLY!
ENDS SATURDAY

125 S. 4th St.
Across front SJS Library
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TIC() S
TACOS
Entertain 1( our Taste Buds
Our Specialty, "Burgers to Go"

Tired of cooking?
Let TIM’S TACOS cook for you.
COMBINATION PLATE
TOSTADA
ENCHILADA
RICE or BEANS
SALAD

Call 295-9487 and pick-up your order ready to eat.
IA lb. Jumbo Burger

VAUGHN’S

tectiiii
r three
l’hore
ciansJerry Burns, Gene I,okey, and Ha
Matthews. The attendant, grad student
Dick Reedy, pointed out that the students
in Psych 155, 120 and 130 actually have
control of the animals.
I was beginning to think that this wasn’t
so bad after all, but my toes kept curlirA
tap. I noticed one rat witlt a small green
instrument attached to its head.
Reedy explained it had electrodes going
into its brain so they could take electroencephlograph readings. The rat didn’t
seem to mind, hut this non-science major
did. Now my lip was curling. I decided it
was time to go.
Fresh air never smelled so good.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

SALE
ON ALL SPORT
SHIRTS

RATS EXTER M I NATED
I managed a smile, and asked the lab
attendant about the "orphaned rats." He
informed me that indeed there had been
three rats left on the lab doorstep, but
"unfortunately they had to be exterminated."
He explained that the laboratory rats
were highly controlled as to sex, hereditary diseases, background, exposure and
manipulation.
"The outside rats could have started
an epidemic and wiped out all the others,"
he said. He assured me they were humanely disposed of.
By now I win; accustomed to the smell,
so I gingerly approached one of the cages
and pecked in. I couldn’t see much except
jiggling pink noses and bulging red eyes.
finall got around to asking what
kind of experiments the rats are used
for. "Anything dealing with psychological
phenomena that can be manipulated with
animal experiencesboth learning and
physiological " he explained.

50c
with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions & tomatoes
Deluxe Burger
28c
Foot Long Hot Dog
28c
Creamy Milk Shakes
3fle

Thursdays open until 9 p.m.

Burger House

292-761 1

313f1 E. Santa Clara St.

99’
Phone Orders 297-8421
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New GI Bill Provides
Educational Allowances

SPARTAN DATLYS
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WU GUYS KECP ON GG;;VG FOR.1-1AL AS LONG AS YOU
INANT..A1F, I.;11 SWITCHING TO h.ts KNIT SHIRTS

Proudly Pres3nts
A Sunttrier Session in Guadalajara and
Mexico City. June 19 to July 9
Earn three or four units credit as you probe the mysteries
of Mexico’s ancient past. Relive the romance and turbulence
of its history. Explore the wonders of its landscape, and
sample the warmth and hospitality of its people.
Includes: Round-trip airfare from San Francisco,
$4911:
grif Hotel accomodation, Most meals, all tours and
entry fees. Add $56 if credit is desired. Course may be audited.
Ten day extension to Acapulco and Oaxaca available. Inquire
about this wonderful opportunity at the Summer Sessions
Office on campus, or call Victor Gamacho, Program Director,
at 244-8760.

Olionsmaim0
Second

Summer Session from August 8 to Septemaer 2

World’s first timepiece
GUARANTEED not to gain
more than one minute
a month..
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Put your ear to the new A.CCUTRON
timepiece and listen carefully. It
doesn’t tick it hums. Why) The heart
of ACCUTRON is a tiny, electronic
tuning fork! As it vibrates, it hums.
As it hums, it moves the hands with a new accurecy no other watch
in the world can match’
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For one full year from date of pur
chase, the authoriyed jeweler Nom
whom you purchased your
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ACCUTRON timepiece will adjust
It. if necessary. to this tolerance
without charge.

ACCUTRON MEANS...

ACCUTRON ’206"
Hand lapped stainlest steel US!. Lionl.
nous hands and dial. Tstrre.1 VI
strap. Oho with charcoal dial) Sib

Accuracy through electronics.
NO MONEY DOWN
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LIVE MUSIC
Productions

present

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
and
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Sat., March 26 at 8 p.m.

.,
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eaten on the premises after 7 p.m.
(luring the month of March

Featurin" Breakfast
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Yes, t’s double in size -double in goodness, too.
Another McDonold’s exclusive in good eating -o double
portion of McDonald’s 100% Pure Beef Hamburger
topped with that delightful golden Cheddar cheese.
All yours for only 38 cents - thot’s right only 38 cents.
Try this tempting McDouble Cheeseburger. We’re sure
you’ll agree "it’s the best Cheeseburger in ell the fond."
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MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
.99
Top Sirloin
23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

College Presents
’Three’ Workshop

JAMES \ MAUREEN
STEWART \ O’HARA
BRIAN KEITH

mer 7,9c and Student Body card or Ibis ad.

SUNDAY SPECIAL
.99
Chicken in a Basket

3

1: anit

PRESENTS:

7

1/2 Lb. Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
16 Oz. T-Bone
1/4 Lb. Burger
Steerburger
Steak Sandwich
Chicken in a Basket

’71 E. Santa Clara St.
,,,,,,,,,\

-,=4/11",!,t,

FREE 20c soft drink
with

867-3026 396 South First
14502 Bia Basin Way
292-6778
"THE TENTH VICTIM"
Dean Martin in
and
’’THE SILENCERS"
I also "ONE WAY WAHINE"
"THE CONJUGAL BED"
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Famous
Hofbrau Band
Fri. & Sat.

Sunday:
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STUDIO

"Polly Von,- fo a swan and kills
her. They suggest the answer
tiny lie in the nature of the
music
A folls ,ong tells about the
time am; filaae in Mid
ht-rn. "Bimini in the \\*it’d"
coes back ai With ;cattily S. -at land and the king who belIctiiia,1
cnombermaiii. "Ai,ry Hamilton." The lyrics of "Follow the
Dribking Grind" dirrcted runav:"Y slaves to the undergreond
railway in pre-Ci, ’t War United
States,
"The Magic Mitair nf Fred
Wiaring." a musical extravaganza
starring the Pennsylvanians. has
l’con hookorl for a one-night perforatma. saturday at 8:30,
. available at. the
Flifx Offices in
N,

ANGELO’S

maw =it sem inn

SARATOG

$169

SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER
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295-7238 1433 The Alameda
552 South Bascom
297-3060
Rita Tushinqharn in
Fillini’s Masterpiece
"THE LEATHER BOYS"
"JULIET
also David Niven. Willie,’ Holden in
OF THE
"THE MOON IS BLUE"
SPIRITS"

I . n t-

Authentic german ..good
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San Jose Civic Auditorium
*
*
:
*
Tickets: $4.50, $3.75, $3.25, $2.50
*
:
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*
*
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solo with the orchestra.
The program concerts include
"Scotch Iant asy" by Brtich:
"Gypsy Ail, ttfrn of Lo.
litait

will present concerts tomorrow
and Saturday nights at 8:30 at
two area schools.
The orchestra will play at
San Mateo College Cyrimasram
Coltomorrow an.1 at

nights until mid -April. Student
tickets are $1.25 Friday and
$1.50 Saturday. General admission is $2. Reservations may be
made by telephoning ’297-4797.
*
*
*
Peninsula Symphony Orchestra. tilra,:ted by Aaron Ste-

-"The Diary of Anne Frank."
dramatized by Francis Goodrich
and Albert Hackett, will open
tomorrow night at Actors Repertory. Theater. 25 W. San Salvador St.. at 8 -.In
Repeat performances will he
given Friday anti Satiirday

Thursday, March 17. 1888

Concert Program """A"""
Tonight on KSJS Folk Trio,

Free Delivery
123 S. 4th
286-2484

after 7 p.m.
within 1 mile of vanillin.

********************** *** ******* *** ********** ** ******
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KSIS Log
.:-.1,M, 90.7 me, Today
5:00 p.m. -Evotution of the Big
Band
5:55 p.m. -Lockheed Digest
6:0(1 p.m. -Spartan Spectrunt
6:10 p.m.- KSJS Forum
6:15 p.m.- Fore i n Students
Speak Out
7:00 p.m. Two Worlds of Jazz
14:(9) p.m. -Sinfonia Concert Har
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High Jumpers Rival Sprinters
In Saturday’s Track Meet
Although most of the attention Forrest Beaty duel, there should
at Saturday’s triangular track be excellent competition in the
meet in Berkeley will be centered high jump pit also.
on the expected Tommy Smith While Smith of SJS and Beaty
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by Lou Buonomo

NOT THIS TIMESpartan high jumper Ed Johnson missed this
attempt at 7-01/4 last Saturday, but earlier had cleared 6-101/2
for first. He will probably have to hit at least +he 7-0 barrier
to win this weekend when he faces Otis Burrell of Nevada.
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Intramural Announcements
)p

FRATERNITY BASKETBALL
Alpha Tau Omega will battle
Theta Chi tonight at 7:30 in the
Men’s gym to highlight the fraternity basketball tournament ac-

rama
pt. -

Poi kAte-

The winner earns a spot in
the championship game, while the
loser drops into the lower division
and will be forced to work back up
through the ranks in the double
elimination tournament.
In Tuesday’s winner’s division
beat Ornegn
’Fht--th t
,.triles,
Psi Phi 55-35 bad Aiprie Tutt Cn
dumped Sigma Nu 42-33 to set up
the showdown battle.
In the losers’ bracket, Sigma
’Ion defeated Kappa SigAlpha
ma 56- , Lambda Chi Alpha
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SJS Netters Fell
Tigers_With Ease
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Spartan netters finally made it
to court Tuesdayand they came
out with a favorable verdict.
The tennismen slammed the
University of the Pacific 8-1,
sweeping the singles competition
with sharp performances. Two previous meets were called off.
Bob Murio (6-2, 6-2o, Raul Contrares (6-0, 6-21, Rodney Kop
(6-0, 6-31, Gordon Miller (6-1, 6-01,
Yit Louie (6-0, 6-11 and Bob Skinner (6-0, 6-31 bashed their Tiger
opponents handily.
In doubles play Louie and Skinner combined for a 6-1, 6-1 win
and the Ron Klyce-Mike Price
team joined for a 6-4, 6-4 victory.
Next competition is Friday when
the racketeers travel to San Francisco State for a 2:30 match.

stopped Phi Kappa Alpha 47-35
and Sigma Pi rolled over Sigma
Phi Epsilon 39-33.
INDEPENDENT BASKETBALL
Independent basketball action
was completed Tuesday with a trio
of "B" league games. Theta Chi
No. 2 upended Alpha Tau Omega
No. 2 43-26 behind Mike Clacks
19 points, Delta Sigma Phi No. 2
beat Sigma Phi Epsilon No. 2 35-33
and Tom Mlakiir’s 21 points led
S igma Alpria
No. 2 to a
vkliary over :Sigma Nii.
The lower division independent
tournament begins tonight with
a full schedule of games. The
upper division tournament began
last night with the Vandals playing Alpha Tau Omega No. 2, the
Mojo Men meeting Phi Mu Chi,
the Red Horde taking on the
Bandits and Red Horde testing
the Razo ,:cks. Scores were not
av
e at press time.
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of California are battling it out
in the sprints, SJS’ five man squad
will jump it out with Nevada’s
Otis Burrell at the pits.
Burrell is a perennial 7-footer.
a mark he reached once again
last week.
Spartan Ed Johnson is given
the best chance to upend the Nevada ace, having hit the 7-0 barrier twice himself ancl coming
close last week as SJS dominated
Its own quadrangular meet.
However, o-n a good day Spartans Gene Zubrinsky and Terry
Doe can also hit 7-0. Bob Lovejoy and Bill Fowler finish out the
Spartan stronghold in this event.
Also impressive for the Spartans in early-season meets have
been the distance runners, paced
by Bill Langdon, Owen Hoffman,
Bill Berridge, Jim Sullivan, Rich
Klemmer and Joe Neff.
In coach Bud Winter’s tentative
entry list for the meet, Hoffman,
Neff, Langdon and Steve Brown
are listed for possible mile duty,
with Langdon, Klemmer, Sullivan,
Bob Baker, Jim Berta and Brown
listed in the two-mile.
Langdon turned in an all-time
best last weekend with a 9:12.9
clocking in winning the two mile.
Other all-time bests were recorded
by shot putter Larry Dixon (52:3%1 and triple jumper Cornelius
Frazier (49-0141.
SJS triple jumper Craig Fergus
will be returning to the scene of
his biggest glory. In last year’s
NCAA finals on the Cal track,
Fergus placed second after leaping
51-7 for the best qualifying effort.
Spartan Wayne Hermen, forced
to run in the shadow of Smith,
will be the SJS hope in the 100
and an expected point-grabber in
the 220 against Smith and Beaty.
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Will O’Neill Be All Wet?’
Swimmers in Nationals

Basketball Team
Picks Senior Duo
’66 Co -Captains

By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Tom O’Neill hopes to sport a wet suit this weekend
when the College Division National Swim Meet is completed.
The Spartan coach and eight team members opened competition in the three-day affair today in Normal, Ill., rated
among the tourney favorites.
Tradition calls for the winning mentor to be thrown
into the pool by his team. O’Neill plans to pack along
an extra change of dressjust in case.
Bucknell University rates as tourney favorite, according
to O’Neill. Bucknell finished third to Long Beach State and
San Diego State last year. The Spartans bested both LBS
and SDS at the Ftegionals last weekend.
Steve Hoberg leads the mermen on the "dunk the coach"
campaign. The speedo-Spartan Is entered in the 500 free,
200 individual medley, 200 butterfly, 100 backstroke,
200 back, 400 IM and the 800 free relay.
"Steve really hasn’t been pushed in either the 200 butterfly or the 200 IM yet this season. It’s hard to ,say how
fast he’ll go against tough competition," reports O’Neill.
Pleasant surprises Kevin Currlin and John Kocal are
among SJS hopefuls. The pair raced to lifetime bests last
weekend to grab valuable points.
Currlin is slated for swimming in the 200 IM, 100
breast, 200 breast and on the 400 medley relay unit. Kocal
will go in the 50 free, 100 free, 400 free relay aid the 400
medley relay.
Backstroker Ted Mathewson had his undefeated record
shattered in the Regionals by teammate Hoberg. The 100
back, 200 back, 800 free relay and 400 relay are his events.
Steve Williams, Jack Likens, Mike Hansen and Steve
Hancock are other mermen entered.
Williams’ main hope is it-Lthe 100 free and on the relays.
Likens leads the distance finners, Hansen tops the sprinters
and Hancock is the Ione diving entry.

Spartan Basebders

Spartan baseballers will be trying to even their season’s record
at 5 and 5 tomorrow as they
travel to Reno to battle the University of Nevada in a possible
doubleheader.
The schedule shows only a single but SJS coach Ed Sobczak
explains that on long trips the
practice usually is to play two
games.
The 15 -man SJS squad will stay
in Reno Friday night and return
Loren Miller and Cy Lucas by way of Sacramento State for
travel to Ames, Iowa next week a twin bill Saturday.
to rf.cresent SJS in the NCAA
3r.hczas will take. tiatly
Wrestling Cluunpionsnips starting pitetsers
Miro
ttio. trip,
Thursday.
oasernan S wve Egge
ss-ert
Miller, undefeated at 160 pounds mound duty this season and could
throughout the -past season,- will help out in a tight situation.
wrestle the nation’s finest at the
John Lyon will probably get the
145-pound division.
starting nod against Nevada, if
Lucas, a semester break trimsfer Reno’s present windy weather confrom Foothill, ran up an outstand- tinues. Sobczak feels that Lyon’s
ing record in me 167 division atter knuckle ball will be more effechis arrival He is expected to go tive if helped by friendly gusts.
at 160.
Bob Schmidt and Frank Pang-

Mr. Wrangler

S. T. Saffold and Jack Gleason
were named honorary co-captains
of the Spartan basketball squad in
a post -season team meeting.
Saffold ended a three-year Spartan varsity career by becomirw
the second leading scorer in SJS
history, while Gleason, also :I
senior, was noted for his shooting
accuracy and defense.
At the meeting. the Spartans
named Joe Ellis of USF and Keith
Swagerty of UOP as the top tw,,
opponents faced over the year.
Utah All-American Jerry Chambers and Erwin Mueller and Russ ,
(lumina of USF round out the all opponent team.
Ellis scored 21 and 23 points ’
in USFs two victories over SJS.
while Swagerty averaged 24 points
anci 18 rebounds against the Spurts
.n three contests.

65,000
BOOKS &
PAPERBACKS

-a,Books Inc.ft
Stevens Creek &

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDA
St-rting altfornia iince 18,1

t ’the
west
is wild
about
’WHITE
LEVI’S!’

HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Where Your VOLKSWAGEN
is in

Good Hands
for ALL
Her NEEDS.
Call anytime

born will start against Sacramento
Saturday.
Dave Gigliotti, who is sporting
a ,312 batting average, Tony Hernandez and Larry Myers are the
big SJS hitters.

293-3144
972 CHESTNUT ST.
NEAR HWY. 17 ACROSS
THE FREEWAY FROM FMC

LOOK FOR THE
CAR IN THE SKY
Open 8 fa 5. 6 Days a Week

.P{.1S

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The Workingman’s
Store
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GREETING 111
CARDS

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAC:

10% Discount
with A.S.B. Card

in Reno Tomorrow

Grapplers Travel
For NCAA Finals
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Pubbing
Frugging
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colors and style,
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PERMANENT PRESS \
Shirts and Slacks of
FORTREL’ and cotton
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ar,

leg,

PACK UP YOUR
7OLKSWAGEN
IN EUROPE!
...and save on import costs. Your car can be waiting
for you in Europe, if you order it now. As your Authorized Dealer,

we

can deliver your YW completely

equipped to American specifications.

he Rig
Pst
rum
ludents
If Jazz
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Free: Please send illustrated liri..1111re and price list.
COI

or contact Ron Cron

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street, San Jose
Name

286.8800

Address
City

ZoneState

From dawn to discotheaue,L,
they’re really with it...Permanently pressed 50% Fortrel poly:
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy from
early classes to just-one-morefrug at midnight...and they’re
guaranteed for one year’s normal
wear.
They stay like new forever. fn a
full range of colors and styles.
SEE YOUR LOCAL STORK
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS & SLACKS
or write

IVIERNtrangilerr
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. I 0001

Sleeveless Sweat!
It’s up to you.
WE HAVE COMPLETE STOCK

Q BOOK
v STORE

on tenth across from the men’s dorms

11-011ANTAN DA/LT

Thursday, Mare
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California Doctors Urge Adoption
Of State Laws To Control Drugs
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - A
spokesman for the California Medical Association Tuesday urged
adoption of state laws to control
LSD and other hallucinary drugs.
Dr. John A. Stroud, a psychia-

trist, told a Senate Fact-finding
Committee on Judicial’, that use
of LSD led to behavior that might
be "not only harmful to the individual but to those about him."
Committee Chairman Donald
Grunsky, R-Watsonville, opened
the hearing by noting that LSD
usage had increased in recent
tears and that it was completely
unregulated by law. He said he
had submitted a control measure,
hut Gov. Edmund G. Brown has

GRADUATES
Business, Liberal Arts

Yet to put the issue on the legislative agenda.
Lt. Norbet Curry, chief of the
San Francisco police narcotics division, said LSD was being used
by college and high school students.
"San Francisco, unfortunately,
has this drug available very reaclily
to anyone with a little gall, a
little gumption. He can go to three
or four little stores and buy this
rtrug," Curry s,ticl.

and Accounting.
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See your Placement Office.
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LAMBRETTA MOTORSCOOTER. 196i
/ 2 -0,0 rr, ;es Extra
’
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R ,r,
a c -,c1 fc,c1. $415. Phone

MATURE COUPLE over 21 to manage
-’ PERSONALS.
!2 ac . adjo:ning college. Must be
ree,er, & capable of maintenance HAVE YOU A STAMP COLLECTION for
29. 5212.
y. -,u an oiler. C. F.
Let me
F.
Rev -es. 311
room 321.
HOUSING 15/
cremporary wedding
CUSTOM MADE
0,
, in cast gold &
ANN DARLING Apts.
& 2 bedrooms
L
No. 33rd & Marburg Way.
KOOM & BOARD. $69. Excellent cook.
SERVICES 18/
1 blocks to SJS. No curfew. Clean rooms
w3 4275.
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
DELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2 rates on auto insurance. Liability ner $67
droom, 2 bath. Danish furniture, elec annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
. 1,,tclen large closets. $150. 4 perof ’59.
t
,oe,
Oth 294-9170
,C.’6 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully fur. FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYP1
ree at 440 Elizabeth St. Near ING in my home. Editing upon request.
,f $ 10th 8 Santa Clara St. Will 259.5118
4 college students. 2 IYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
IS Z.loo Realty, 259-4230 243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
OR 2 MALE rzdents over 21 to live TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
,,rd 1-4 G4,-, Hillside home. $4060 IBM e’ectric typewriter. Price per hour
r page. 74C-7999.
n3$43425.
LARGE. QUIET second floor steam heat EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
for married couple or 2 term papers, etc. Work guaranteed. 378^1. cr S1S 470 S. 3rd. See ,3577. Jo Vine.
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
FURNISHED STUDIOS. $75 fo $85. One Phone 294-3772.
cc n 49’.
bInc4 off campus. 74 I AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN792.7852. Manager 48 S. 4th, #9. SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
2 BEDROOM furnished apt. New, ideal 286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
,er, washer 8 dryer, garage. RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
E..e.n,e no,- or after 6 p.m,
Edit ;
cHne. Near campus. Call 292MALE uppA.r division student to share 2346 any’ime.
..4rn duplex, furnished. $50 per THESIS TYPING. Electric typewriter.
795-8765 after 6 p.m.
Low rates fast service. Call Joan Pres.
WANTED. I male roommate. $50 a fon at 377.4665.
r,
lr.ur own large bedroom. 628 S. TYPING in my home. Experienced. deIr.i 295.2393.
pendable, reasonable. 294-1313.
ROOMY, fuMish-ed I bedroom apt. TYPING IN MY HOME. 3 years expe& garbage paid. $120. 583 S. I Ith rience. Accurate & guaranteed. Editing
’3. 6 rooms, see this. 294.9170.
included. Call 259-4710.
FURNISHED 1 bedroom apt. Water, gas,
Rotes lioverolen
paid. Quiet. $95. 583 S. I Ith
:13. 294-9170.
Employment Ads
DELUXE ttudent units. Brand new. 2 bed- All classified
ads which run in the Spar2 bath, danish decor, electric
large closets. $150 a month. 706 tan Daily concerning employment must
state the exact work to be performed
294-9170 or 248-1926.
LARGE I bedroom, unfurnished apt. or items to be sold. Jobs involving com,er & garbage paid. 6 rooms. 583 S. missions cannot state or imply earnings.
h St., #13. 294-9170.
SENIOR OR GRADUATE student to
To place an ad
we I bedroom apt. close +o campus.
1,47 50. Call Steve. 294-6726.
Visit the
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM furnished apt.
2’)
month. 726 S. 10th St. Call
Classified Adv. Office -J206
378 9767.
UPPER DIVISION MALE wants either
Daily
an IF41. wth 3 others ($35 to $40 a
10:30-3:30
month) or dorm contract (cheap). 2959/53. ASV FOR John Balch. After 5 p.m.
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
2 BEDROOM APT. Newly renovated.
lb furnished. Water & garbage paid. 5 to day ad is to run.
minutes from SJS. $85. 737 Foreatdale
Ave.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
WANTED. Female student to share cash or check. Make check out to
house. Room & board in exchange for Spartan Daily Classifieds.
iioht housekeeping & some babysitting.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465.
656-2496 or 793.9409.

62 305 HONDA HAWK
To buy. sell. rent or
announce anything.
just rill out and clip
this handy order
hiank.
37

$7
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One time
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.50
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Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San lose State
College. San Jose,
Calif. 95114.
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,n.
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286 3109. Jim.
$80
EINITH HI-FI radio combination. Pr,r.
able. Mu4t sell. Best offer. Excellent condition. See Sue in #234B at Hoover Hall,
294.2922.
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$
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Applications for Freshman Camp
counselors are now available in
the College Union, according to
camp director Terry Schutten.
Interviews for the positions will
be held next Monday through Friday at times and places designated
on the interview form. A recent
wallet or souvenir-size photo must
accompany the applications for
identification.
Freshman Camp counselors lead
discussion groups, recreational activities arxl social events. The
camp will be held at Asilomar on
the Monterey Peninsula on Sept.
9-11.

Announcements (1)
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For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
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ID Transportation (5)
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w,-4.
$25. 296-917
MOTHER’S HELPER. -11,vely pr-iva
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rir,:pc,
d67469S.
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For
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Recognition Committee, application forms for La Torre and Meritorious Service Awards are available through all recognized campus organizations and at the College Union. The deadline for these
applications is Monday, March 2&
All winners will be invited to the
annual Recognition Banquet on
May 15 The deadline for depart-

IIIM

and

Meritorious

ciety."

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff Of
ASB card
Movie & Still
Supplies
Cameras
Equipment
Prolecters
developing - printing
rentals - repairs

rem Jaie6)
SHOP

W ED DING PHOTOGRAPHY

s89

CRMERA
-44
irc

eh color

JRS ENTERPRISES
N4),,e 2116-5392 evenings

245 South First

-.Xrctufea

ewe/era

Serving Saratoga Since 1950

Sers

will be Tuesday, April 12, act,:
ing to Bill Baumgartner, rec.

r.

nition committee publicity ch
man.
Campus

organizations

rec.iii

mend students who have served
the school. Applications can be
obtained from all recognized carnpus organizations and the
Union. The application

must I ,
filled out by the person mem mended.
The recognition committee will
present the awards at a May 15
banquet in the cafeteria.

C.O. Counseling
To Begin Today

PIROUILTTE

PRICER PROM

$126 TO $1500

14460 Big Basin Vi’ay, Saratop

Daily counseling for students interested in information about cons-

"In

the Village"
867-3117

begin today.
Ray Grueneich, member of the
Peace Union, and SJS
student counselor to conscientious
Student

dbJectors, said he would speak to
’any student who has c.o. lean-

iCaUL3

otweteri

ng," daily from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in LC153.

I" I

Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world’s most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. We’ll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you’re like
and what you like will be translated into our 7090’s memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You’ll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within three weeks. You’ll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
be mutual.

FREE

GALLON
OF GAS!

with Purchase of
5 Gallons of Gas

CLIP
’N’
SAVE

I

Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

AT
TWO NEW
BEACON
STATIONS

Eats.

speaker will be Dean Arthur L.
Foster of Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, his topic-"On Being
Human in a De-humanized So-

Five ideal dates.
Thivedollars(s3)

2.50

Name

’

I

1170 N. 14th St.
Also in San Jose
mai

City

State

Zip Code

Operation Match
Compatability Research, fne.
659 Pacific Avenue. Suite 37, San Frannene. California 91113

and

fnelosed is $

School

Address

in San Jose

(Data)

Roger Williams Fellowship, 6:30
p.m., Grace Baptist Church. Guest

Award will be Monday, March
Deadline for departmental ae

Math Lecture

Three times Five times

Start ad on

and San Antonio.

Deadline to apply for the La
Torre

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

Phone

Spartan Tri-C, 9:45 a.m., and
5:45 p.m., Tri-C Building, Third

International Students Organization, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria faculty
room. Michael 0. O’Flynn, assistant
professor of electrical engineering,
will speak on Ireland. Everyone
invited.

Award Application
Deadline Monday

"Linear Programming ancl Game
Theory" will be taken up in a
lecture by Edgar Simons, SJS assistant professor of mathematics,
&slay at 12:30 in MH423. SJS’
Student Math Society is sponsoring the talk.

(Please Print)
_

Bagel Brunch-All you can eat.

cientious objection is scheduled to

Address

Name

-416-

Spartan Tri-C, 7:30 p.m., Third
Mel, 7:30 p.m. ED348. Featured
speaker will be ftabbi Charles and San Antonio.
Fa mi lant.
SUNDAY
sAls sailing Club, 3:30 p.m,
Millet, 11 a.m., H1, Lox and
CH150.

FRIDAY
Douglas Aircraft Conspany, Inc.;
CE, EE, General and ME and
physics majors; MS-ChE. materials
science, math and chemistry for
positions in research, development,
design, analysis and test. U.S. citizenship required.
Si ttttt ions CompanV.: busines-s or
other majors for positions in sales
merchandising. U.S. citizenship required.
MONDAY
County cif Los Anwies: Accounting; all majors acceptable for admin. aid and admin. trainee and
CE majors for positions as acct. auditor. admin. aid. admin. trainee
and CE assistant.
Pares Corporation 1.td.: marketine-sales majors for positions as
salesman leading to sales management positions. U.S. citizenship required.
Titani
Metals Corp. of America; ME, ChE. chem., metallurgical
engrg., IT or IE majors for positions as process engineer, project
engineer, teeh. R and D engineer,
process chemist and production
tech. U.S. citizenship required.
Internal Revenue Service: Accounting, business administration,
law and liberal arts majors for
positions as revenue agent, tax
tech., estate tax examiner, revenue officer and special agent. U.S.
cif i7rnship required.
Touche, RoSS, Bailey and Smart:
Business administration and accounting majors for positions as
junior accountant on audit staff
with later opportunities to transfer
to tax and mgr. services. U.S.
citizenship required.

I 2nd & East William
HELP WANTED 141

Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel. Featured speaker, Howard Bramlette, Baptist student consultant, will spealc on "Student Commitment." Everyone invited.

Job Interviews

Print your ad here’
(Count approximately 33 letters and Spaces
lor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

mental award applications is April
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m., CH- 12.
Kemper Melts Society, 7 p.m.,
164.
H2.
Folk Music Club, 7:30 p.nt., CainChi Alpha, 6 a.m., Chi Alpha
pus Christian Center, 300 S. 10th.
Student Center, 104 S. 13th St.
Student Math Society, 12:30 p.m.,
Arnold Alr Society, 7:30 p.m.,
MH432. Edgar S. Simmons vvill
A133.
speak on "Linear Programming and
Angel Flight, pledge meeting
Game Theory." All interested stu6:30 p.m., active meeting 7 p.m.,
dents and faculty welcomed.
MH432.
Cafe Capers, 2:30 p.m., Snack
Home Economies Chapter, 3:30
Bar, cafeteria. Folksinging group,
p.m., Hl.
Jim Braden, Ron Hagan, Eric Williams and Tom Laggart.
TOMORROW

Are Needed

CLASSIFIED RATES

I

TODAY

graduates
June and s
may sign for listerslew appointments now in tile Placement
Center, ADM234.

* campaign literature
* fraternity literature
* sorority literature
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